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From the President
John Kennett

For the second year running, the AGM on 8 March
was a lively and well attended event with many,
shall we say forthright, views expressed about
the challenges facing the club - sometimes very
forthright. I would like to tell you more but if you
really want to know what goes on at the AGM, you
have to be there! The minutes will give a clue but
they can’t capture the heady atmosphere.
The dreaded moment came late in the meeting when
they read out the nominees and, oh no, I was the
only one for President. I later heard a rumor that a
certain rogainer had been considering running - but
it was too late for me to beg him to stand.
The New Team
An unusually high number of Committee members
retired this March, mostly due to having served their
term. President John Flint’s two years were up, Tom
Brennan had reached the three year limit imposed
on Activities Secretary. Treasurer Kerry Atkins was
ruled out by plans to work overseas soon, while
New Members Secretary Genevieve Savill had done
her two years and was due for release.
For those who don’t know me, John Kennett, I have
4 years experience in SBW administration, and am
a regular leader of medium intensity walks. But
the key attributes I bring to the job are a passion
for SBW, and a lot of free time to devote to the
club. Fortunately, I also have the support of many
talented and committed people who want SBW to
be a fun and safe experience for bush lovers.
The new Vice President is Robert Carter. Apart
from being a prolific trip leader for all sorts of
grades, durations and locations, Robert is a
highly experienced corporate “fixer”, proficient in
procedures, processes and negotiations. Robert’s
brief is to strengthen our governance and undertake
such tasks as defining an anti-discrimination policy,
and bringing our privacy policy up to date in line
with contemporary community standards.
Glenn Draper is staying on as Secretary. A long time
supporter of the club and Coolana, only two years
ago he was crowned the club’s most prolific walker.
Glenn is in touch with the rank and file members,
and will champion them to the Committee.
Anne-Marie Cooper is the new Treasurer. A Chartered
Account with a law degree and professional
change management / project skills of the highest
standards, Anne-Marie stunned us at the AGM with
her insights and her ability to articulate issues
facing the club. Anne-Marie will build on the terrific
achievements of Kerry in introducing electronic
payments and moving the club’s accounts onto the
Xero accounting package.
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Alex Allchin will swap hats and take on the Activities
Secretary role. It’s a big task taking over from
Tom and maintaining what is a fabulous walks
program. But Alex has an extraordinary knowledge
of bushwalking for such a young guy and a great
rapport with leaders. I would like to see volunteers
offer to take on the Short Notice Program (a Monday
night task absorbing about an hour of your time) so
that Alex is not swamped with work, including his
role as President of Bushwalking NSW.
Thuy Ho stays on as Membership Secretary.
Another professional woman with highly developed
administration and management skills, Thuy
does a lot of work outside her portfolio providing
admin support for the Basic Skills Workshop, and
with Genevieve, she has overall responsibility for
strategic and business decision making for the new
SBW website.
Jim Close has finally been induced to join the
Committee though only after President Flint locked
the doors at the AGM and would not let anyone
leave until we had a full team. Jim will take on the
Communications Secretary role. Jim is known for
his affable nature and many friends in the club; we’ll
rely on him to calm things down if the temperature
ever rises at Committee meetings.
Richard Quinn is another who put his hand up at
the meeting, and who so far has not had a “why did
I do that” moment. We’ll get him busy utilising his
website and digital skills.
Ian Thorpe stays on in the Skills Enhancement
role. Members have rallied to support Ian in the
delivery of the Basic Skills Workshops, a crucial
and successful part of our program to promote
bush skills and safety. David Bell, our Conservation
Secretary also stays on, continuing a long tradition
of SBW concern for conservation values. The good
old reliable Coolana Committee stays on as well.
There are a couple of less onerous roles that are
still vacant. I will talk more about these next month
but the one that stands out is Social Secretary.
Tracey Avolio has retired, again because two years
is a more than fair term. We need a person or
persons to set up the Social Nights, provide the
refreshments, introduce speakers, enjoy the talks
and camaraderie. People seem to regularly offer to
do presentations - the Social Secretary rarely has to
chase anyone for a talk.
New Member Numbers Skyrocket
There has been a stunning rise in the number of new
members. Registrations are up, while attendance
at the Information Nights has skyrocketed : 85
in February and March. Not so long ago we were
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barely getting this many at the Info Nights for the
whole year.
Apart from the fact that we are obviously the best
bushwalking club ever, the rise is hard to explain.
Genevieve has introduced a number of promotional
innovations such as posting the Info Nights as an
event on Facebook but few attendees say that is
where they saw the club.
Genevieve’s presentation, however, is clearly a
factor in converting numbers at the Info Nights
into new registrations. She has put together a clear
coherent presentation that hits the target, and she
delivers it professionally.
We now have two big challenges : (a) how to replace
Genevieve, and (b) how to provide an experience
for New Members that encourages many to make
the transition to full membership.
Given the amount of work required, I propose to
staff the New Members function with at least two
people (yes Gen, you were so good, we need two or
even three to replace you).
Bruno has offered to do some or all of the “office
work” for New Members, that is, answering email
enquiries, keeping track of Q activities, ensuring
that our email list is synchronised with current
prospective list etc. These tasks can be done at
home or at work if the boss is not watching.
What we need are people willing to run the Info
Nights. It can be more than one person - in fact
we need a minimum of two if the attendances are
more than ten. Plus, I would also like different pairs
to rotate the responsibility. That way volunteers
won’t feel that if they put their hand up they are
committed month after month.
Not only are numbers rising, but for the first time in
ages, large numbers of people in their 20s and early
30s are signing up. What a fantastic development
! The Committee will look at ways of getting these
people more involved by fostering young leaders,
and providing walks more attuned to this age
bracket. More about this in the coming months.

Coolana Re-Union
There was a good roll up for the Reunion on 1112 March with a mix of the old brigade (the Grays
celebrated their 58th consecutive Reunion), and
thanks to Alex Allchin, a good percentage of young
ones, lead by Cameron who claims to be 18. Great
weather, swimming, navigation practice, dampers,
and a wonderful campfire. The singalong and the
joke telling were unexpectedly terrific fun, for
me at least. Tom and Mathew’s feats of memory
in recounting long poems and songs were very
impressive.
The Investiture as club President was a special
experience. I stood side by side with four past
Presidents - Leigh, Bill, Helen and George. We would
have had five if Don had not retired early with an
injury.
The Symbols of Office were presented to me.
They appear to have been made in the 1930s.
The ceremony spoke of a tradition reaching back
90 years, to many a bushwalker and many club
adventures. At the AGM I thought that taking on
the President’s role was a burden rather than a
pleasure, but the Investiture made me realise it is
a privilege.
Slightly concerning that on asking the former
Presidents if they had any advice for a greenhorn,
Don summed it up in one word: Survive! The rest
nodded in agreement.
The Symbols of Office went missing after the
ceremony. Fortunately, we had the 1966 President’s
grandson on the case. He located them on Sunday
afternoon just in time to hand them to me for the
trip home.
Thanks to Patrick, Glenn and everyone for organising
the Reunion.
Lots more to talk about next month.

New members
Congratulations to the following new members approved at the February committee meeting:

Adrian Doyle
Nicola Le Couteur
Jon Reilly
Matthew Waugh
Jenny Lian
2
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The 2016 SBW Member Awards
Richard Pattison

January and February is an exciting time in the SBW
office, yes, it’s that favourite time of the year for
the SBW analytics sub-committee to review a full
year of new data and bestow awards on the highest
performing members. Like all sporting clubs, we
love to honour our best players.
The awards are based on walk reports submitted up
to 13 Jan 2016, with maybe ~30 activities missing.
Trip reports were received from 450 activities in
2016, with 753 unique participants, of which 616
were members and 137 visitors. SBW members
averaged 5.3 activities, with a median of 3.
The 2016 SBW “Most Active” award goes to…
Robert Carter!
Congratulations to Robert Carter, who amazingly
spent 39% (143 days) of 2016 on SBW business.
This is the most prestigious award, based on
participation throughout the year and all members
are eligible. As well documented in Nov 2015
magazine the award is judged on “Brennan Points”,
not to be confused with the Brennan scale. Day
walk = 1; overnight walk and base camp = 2; Long
weekend = 3; Extended = 4.

The Waterfall to Heathcote trip in October following
a mentorship by Robert Carter on the “Walk Leader
Pathway” at Wollangambe Crater, fantastic.

In joint 2nd place with 19 days of SBW activity,
welcome to Kelvin and Nicola.
Kelvin’s highlight was probably the 5-day trip from
Hilltop to Katoomba. Kelvin also led 2 overnight walks
at the end of the year to Kanuka Brook and Mount
Solitary, allowing 2 prospective members to pass
their overnight Q walk on each trip, tremendous.
That’s the circle of SBW life.
Nicola was introduced to SBW as a visitor in March
and since participated in 18 day walks, Nicola just
has her overnight Q walk to complete to secure full
membership. Nicola’s highlight was the right-ofpassage “6 foot track in a day”, counted as a pseudo
overnight walk as the celebrations at Caves House
typically spill-over into the Sunday.
And what about Allie Fenton? First year and already
ranked highly on the tough scale with an average
difficulty of 7.0/10, the highlight being Yuri’s trip to
Mount Coricudgy and Ross Castle.

Our silver medallist is last years’ Gold medallist
Glenn Draper, who actually increased Brennan
Points from 64 to 67, but not enough to retain the
award. Bronze medallist is Alexa Bullen who won
the 2015 Best New Member award, it’s great to see
our newer members so involved in the club.
In terms of days, Robert and Glenn were top 2, with
Anthea Michaelis the 3rd highest spending 82 days
in SBW company, helped by the 52-day Bibbulmun
Track trip.

Welcome to all new members, may you mark-up
more SBW walks in 2017…
The 2016 SBW “Most Improved” award goes
to… a tie between Liz Youman and Peter Bruce!
Liz and Peter’s exceptional year culminated in the
SBW right-of-passage… the six foot track in a day, a
fantastic effort. I feel Liz and Peter are now primed
and ready to elevate 2017 to an even higher level
with an attempt on the ultimate right-of-passage…
K2K in a day! Good luck.

The SBW “Best New Member” of 2016 is… Jo
Daly!
Welcome to all new SBW members of 2016,
especially Jo Daly, our champion of new members.
It’s fantastic to see new members getting so involved
in the club during their first year.
Jo managed 20 activities, including 9 weekend trips
with the highlight surely being “Spectacular Ettrema”
over the October long weekend. Even better, Jo is
already leading activities in her first year having led
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The “most improved” walker is determined through
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the “Universal Difficulty Rating” that converts the
SBW grade into a 1-10 scale: S111=0; L333=10,
the “E” is literally pointless.
Where are they now? The 2015 winner Michelle
Rose has dropped back -1.1 points.
Criteria = Members had to have participated in at
least 4 walks in both 2015 and 2016 to be considered
for this award. There were 162 members eligible for
this award.
The 2016 SBW “Most Increased Participation”
award is a tie… Robert Carter and Sue Tiller!
Congratulations to Robert Carter, silver medallist in
2015 and now gold in 2016, having participated in
an additional 57 days of SBW activities in 2016. Joint
Gold medallist Sue Tiller increased participation with
6 overnight trips to the Wild Dogs and a number of
trips around Ku-ring-gai.

There is a definite correlation between number of
activities and number of people met, although it’s
the variety of activity types and walk locations that
really racks up the social stakes.
The SBW “Toughest Members” of 2016 are…
Based on the toughest 4 activities per member
throughout 2016 (1 per quarter). Throughout 2016
there were 3 walks at difficulty 9/10 and 30 at 8/10,
so, the highest possible rating for a member is 8.75.
A special mention for Justine dRdC, who for the 2nd
year in a row posted a difficulty rating greater than
her age!

Yuri took bronze with an extra 18 trips compared to
last year, although that maybe related to a higher
proportion of trip reports submitted.
Richard Darke had the highest percentage change
of 800%, going from 4 days in 2015 to 36 days in
2016.
Criteria = Members had to participate in 4+ 2015
walks (1 per quarter) to be considered.
The SBW “Most Social Member” of 2016 is…
Glenn Draper!
Glenn walked with a whopping 264 different people
in 2016, that’s 35% of active members, amazing.

The Sustainability Corner
Each year Autralians use 1 billion disposable coffee cups (some sources go as high as 3 billions!). Most
of them have a plastic lining - invisible within the cardboard - that is not biodegradable and can prevent
these cups from being recycled. It is estimated 90% of cups end up in landfill. Some will make their way
to our bushland, parks or waterways.
Solutions include sitting down at the cafe and drink from a ceramic cup rather than taking away or
bringing your own reusable cup. You can also refuse a lid if you don’t need it.
More info here and here
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Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor,

•

As we enter a new year yet another article by
Richard Pattison, lauding what he considers to be
the toughest leaders in the club. I really dislike
the focus on “toughness”, as a club we enjoy the
outdoors whether it’s a walk by the harbour or up in
the mountains, a stroll or romp.

•

I was lucky enough to recently have a drink following
a social event with a number of SBW leaders, many
of whom are tough, but did not feature in the article.
Our conversation soon turned from tree frogs and
glorious sunsets to what tough leadership involves.
We agreed that Richard Pattison takes a very narrow
view of tough, and I recommend he consider many
more attributes than the grade alone:
•

Participants: the more walkers the tougher it is
for the leader to co-ordinate them.

•
•
•

Prospectives: the more prospectives, the more
questions, the more emails and the more
anxiety the leader will have to deal with, and
the tougher it is.
Activity: there is a multiplicative effect with the
above. The more activities led the tougher it is.
Being organised: it’s tough being organised,
extra points for the Quarterly Program rather
than the Short Notice Program.
Transport: do you need to organise a helicopter
shuffle? That’s tough.
Age: is the co-leader 3 years old? – well, that’s
just tough.

Therefore, the pinnacle of leader achievement is
something like an X333 walk with 10 prospectives
and a 3 year old co-leader in the Kimberley. Now,
that’s something for Richard to aim for.
Yours Sincerely, Anonymous.

The Great South Coast Walk
David Briese

Imagine walking for 660 km along some of the most
beautiful coast line in Australia. Ever since my wife,
Pennie, and I walked from Sydney to Mallacoota 12
years ago, we have toyed with the idea that this
would make a great long-distance walk. For most of
the walk, tracks already exist and there are many
campsites and camping grounds along the coast –
infrastructure is not an obstacle to creating this walk.
The greatest asset of the walk would be its diversity,
as it includes not only beaches, but rivers and lakes,
heathland, different types of forest, coastal villages,
rural land and true wilderness. On its way it passes
through several national parks. This presence of
coastal towns and campgrounds would make it
appeal to those seeking more “creature comforts”
on their walk, as well as those looking for a wilder
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experience. It also makes it well-suited to walking
in stages as well as end-to-end walking.
Now we have decided to do something about
it and have set up a website to both develop it
and promote it. The website has a forum section
where people can contribute to ways of making
the proposed track better, raise possible issues or
just comment in general. The concept of the walk
has been endorsed by Bushwalking NSW, as well
as several local bushwalking clubs and National
Parks associations. The link to the site is http://
greatsouthcoastwalk.net and I would like to invite
club members to check it out and start the ball
rolling by offering suggestions via the forum.
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Mid-Week Walking
Bill Holland

There is an informal gathering of people in SBW
who find the time to enjoy walking, cycling,
kayaking during the quiet times of the week. You
are welcome to join us at any time and if you would
like to be added to our Midweek mailing list please
let me know by contacting Bill Holland 4296 3084 or
by email to billholland@bigpond.com.
I have just returned from giving a little help with the
maintenance activities of Don Finch and his crew at
Coolana. The property is looking magnificent and a
great credit to those involved! The camping flat is
like a bowling green and the eastern flat has very
easy walking among the hundreds of trees that have
been planted. Ideal for bird watching. The river has
lots of water and invites kayaks into the current.

Cutlers Cottage is a three bedroom fully restored
residence and has a well equipped kitchen &
relaxing verandah with peaceful views overlooking
Myall Lakes.

In February we had another successful lunch with
17 people attending Our next gathering will be on
Tuesday 21st March at Ryde-Eastwood Leagues
Club 117 Ryedale Rd W Ryde. We will gather to
socialise at 11.30 am and lunch about 12.30 or so.

The location is ideal for kayaking, swimming
and bushwalking. The cottage has comfortable
accommodation but is limited to a maximum of
6 people. However, excess numbers can use the
camping site nearby at Korsmans Landing.

Later in the month we had 15 members in the two
houses at Myola. The weather was very good; warm
to hot and a great time was had by all. We went
swimming, paddling, bush and beach walking. I am
looking forward to the rest of the year if all of our
activities can reflect the spirit and enjoyment of the
week at Myola.

If you would like to be in the lucky six to use the
cottage please send me a deposit of $50 per person.

Coming Activities:
Now I would like to draw your attention to the stay at
Cutlers Cottage at Myall Lakes in late April. Details
are shown below. We have room for one more in the
cottage but there is ample space and good facilities
at the nearby campsite. Several will be camping.
Please let me know if you would like to attend and
I will send you full details of how to get there etc.
In June we return to Newnes Cabins in the Wolgan
Valley. This is a very beautiful area and the cabins
are comfortable. Once more I need to know numbers
so please book early.
So here is the planning for the rest of the year
• April: Cutlers Cottage at Myall Lakes (22nd - 29th
April) firmly committed.
• June: the cabins at Newnes are reserved (12th 16th June)
• August: return to Morvern Valley near Bundanoon
• September: suggestions needed!
Probably
Erowal Bay
• October: this month celebrates 90 year of SBW.
Watch this space!
• November: the annual camp at Dunns swamp or
perhaps the nearby cabins.
Cutlers Cottage - Myall Lakes (Monday 24th –
Friday 28th April)
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Cabins at Newnes: (12th - 16th June)
We have stayed in these cabins a couple of times
before and enjoyed the walks and spectacular
mountain scenery. Our host, Thomas, assists in
making our stay very comfortable.
Interesting optional walks each day including a visit
to the old township ruins, Pipeline Pass and the Glow
Worm Tunnel. Or perhaps you just want to relax and
enjoy the views.
I have booked both the large cabin and another as
well. Please let me know if you are interested and I
will finalise the booking.
Morvern Valley Guest Houses in Bundanoon
(7th – 11th August to be confirmed)

There are three private cottages – upon 25 idyllic
acres half cleared farm land with paddocks, and
half natural bush land traversed by a small creek.
All three cottages have three bedrooms and are
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fully self-contained. Each cottage is unique, and is
spread apart from the other. We will book at least
two cottage (twelve people) and will add a third
cottage if numbers warrant and it is still available
– so get in early! Last year we had fourteen people.
Morvern Valley Guest Houses, are located five
minutes easy walk from Bundanoon village and
five minutes to the natural attractions of Morton
National Park, with its fabulous bushwalks, lookouts
and waterfalls.
Please let me know if you would like to join us so an
additional cottage can be booked if necessary. A $50
deposit per person is required and the balance paid
by mid- April. Likely cost about $110 per person
(five days)

Have you seen the latest Colong
Foundation Bulletin?

If not, you can download it from the
Colong Foundation website at:
www.colongwilderness.org.au

The latest edition of the
Bushwalking NSW magazine is available for
downloaded at:
http://www.bushwalkingnsw.org.au/bushwalkerarchives/

Social Program
Wed 19 Apr - Western Japan: Eight mountains and Five beauty spots. Richard Darke’s account
of the latest of Leigh McClintock’s popular series of Japanese walking and cultural adventures. This time
experiencing the wonderful display of autumn colours Japan has to offer.
Wed 17 May - Highlights of the Dolomites. Kenn Clacher has led several SBW walks to the longdistance Alta Via 1, 2, 3 and 4 routes in the spectacular World Heritage Dolomites region of northeastern Italy and has also undertaken further walking and skiing trips there. This presentation will cover
the highlights of these trips with a bias towards the via ferrata (steep sections assisted by steel cable)
parts of the routes.
If you have any ideas for social events, contact Tracey Avolio: social@sbw.org.au
All meetings are held at the Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre, Fitzroy St Kirribilli and start at 7.35 pm
unless otherwise stated. The KNC is within easy walking distance of Milson’s Point station.
Why not join other club members for dinner at “The Pizzeria Rio”, a cheap pizza place that is next door
to the Kirribilli Neighbourhood centre in Fitzroy Street. Club members assemble there from 6.00pm on.
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Fluffy Bunnies and Blue Birds …… Hopscotch
and Aubergines
Robert Carter

Visiting the Tarkine had been on Melinda’s bucket
list for some time however choosing the right walk
was the challenge – so after much consultation with
‘Facebook friends’ (mind you we don’t think that
they actually exist?) and reading Tarkine Trails –
Takayna Makuminya – written by Phill Pullinger THE
WALK was decided as the Edith-Hadmar Traverse
then walking down the Tarkine Coast to Pieman
Heads.

exposed high saddle where the wind picked up and
drove us to an early bed.

Our intrepid group met in Launceston and then
transferred to a predetermined grid reference along
the Western Explorer Road about 32km north of
Corinna (you can interpret this as being dropped
off in the middle of nowhere). Even our driver was
shocked as he thought that we were going to Corinna
for the start of the walk like most sane walkers do
and took the wrong route !
As we entered the Tarkine which is currently under
threat from mining and proposed logging the scrub
along the side of the road just got thicker (to be
honest it looked impenetrable) however the upbeat
Mel assured us that this was a mere aberration and
everything would be ‘fluffy bunnies and blue birds’.
The mood went from upbeat to pale faces with some
cold sweat.

Well we finally arrived at our drop off point and
could clearly see some of our challenges laid out
before us including great views of Mt Edith (fairly
scrub free), Mt Hadmar (fairly scrub intensive) and
the imposing Mt Sunday – all big and very steep.
We headed off across open button grass plain until
we hit our first minor creek crossing where horrible
thick scrub greeted us. Soon we were scaling up
the steep north-eastern ridgeline of Mt Edith which
wasn’t too hard for our first night’s camp in an
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We awoke to the sound of rain, wind and low visibility
and after some discussion our descent ridge was
chosen to head down off Mt Edith and towards Mt
Hadmar. Initially the going was easy across the
multiple peaks of Mt Edith however we then hit a
very thick wall of scrub some 3-4m high – looked
and felt like a prickly brick wall ! Luckily we stumbled
across a pad where some other (silly) walkers had
started their descent which made everything a bit
easier however the going was pretty tough in this
steep scrubby area which was a sign of things to
come !
Finally we emerged at the base of Mt Edith and
crossed a few minor creeks to the base of Mt
Hadmar which was starting to look pretty awful in
the clearing visibility. A lot could be written about
this day however suffice to say that the going was
slow and the scrub bashing could be described
as full-contact similar to playing State of Origin –
our spirits were dampened (literally), our bodies
battered and Gore Tex jackets trashed ! After only
7 km we made camp on a flat bit of low scrub in
the first saddle to the south of Mt Hadmar – out
of petrol today – some 12 km short of our planned
campsite on the Interview River !
Again awoke to light rain with poor visibility and
headed off refreshed making our way up to the
second peak of Mt Hadmar where two descent
options presented themselves – what turned out to
be a fairly straightforward open route and a really
crappy thick scrubby difficult route – and, yep, we
took the later. If we thought that yesterday was
a physical challenge then what the Tarkine had
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installed for us today was simply horrendous with
our speed being down to less than 1m/minute at
times as we took on the scrub head-on (… and the
scrub won !). Mind you the sky did clear and the
sun appeared which also brought out our first and
only very large Tassie Tiger Snake basking in a very
rare clear patch (a close call). After a few hours we
finally broke through the wall of scrub and emerged
on an open southern lower ridge – which looked out
on the less scrubby nicer option to the west - that
eventually led us to the base of Mt Sunday which we
traversed and eventually arrived at a suitable flat
campsite for the night. Mind you we had all started
to plan our exit strategies back to the roadway
should we hit thick scrub again tomorrow despite
Mel’s upbeat outlook. All up we had covered some
23 km in 3 days walking and were still a few km’s
short of our planned day 2 camp.

hills trying to shelter from the strengthening sea
breeze. It started to rain again so all took shelter in
their tents to cook dinner and then the wind shifted
and picked up flattening a couple of tents (pitched
on sand) and forcing all relocate to a more sheltered
spot – actually a very nice grassed flat area behind
the sand hills that we had not previously seen and
which we shared with a resident Wallaby named
Reg – to see out the blustery night.

An interesting happy hour with Aubergine dip
offered to a ravenous group of carnivores – poor
Ed had no choice but to partake as this had become
standard fare at home.
Day 4 saw our spirits rise with a clearing morning
and the walking finally began to resemble ‘fluffy
bunnies and blue birds’ as we made our way across
low scrubby button grass plains (luckily no real
Tassie mud – yeah !) with a few ascents/descents
over minor ridgelines coming off the southern side
of the Norfolk Range and the usual steep scrub
encrusted minor creek crossings. Finally we made
our way to an old dis-used access road that would
lead us to the Tarkine Coast.
Coastal scrub with sand under foot before emerging
at a humungous sand hill blocking our path to
the coast – easy peasy compared to what we had
experienced over the previous few days. And then
we were there – the jaw dropping pristine Tarkine
Coast emerged in front of us and what a spectacular
sight it was with endless beaches separated by
rocky headlands and freshwater rivers and creeks
running across the beach into the ocean. Had the
effort been worth it – absolutely !

We made camp above the Interview River in the sand
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We awoke to a beautiful sunny morning and spent
the day exploring up and down the coast, washing
clothes and bodies, drying equipment and generally
bludging. The coast line was simply stunning and you
could wander in and out of small bays and grottos
for hours following what we believed were Tassie
Devil and Wallaby pads. We finished the day off with
a twilight walk taking in a magnificent sunset.

After our relaxing day we headed south along the
changing coast leaving the expanses of sandy
beaches interspersed with rocky headlands to a
more harsher rocky terrain with pebble beaches.
It was nice walking in the sun however the wind
picked up in the afternoon and forced us move
further down the coast than planned to search
for a sheltered campsite. Whilst watching another
spectacular sunset we were joined by a number of
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Wallabies and a Wombat feeding on the open pebble
beaches nearby.
After another blustery night we had a few km’s to
reach our planned pick-up point on the northern
side of the Pieman River and we were a day early
(Mel had planned an additional day in the event we
experienced poor weather or high river levels). The
wind had turned around to the east with estimated
speeds of 60-70 km/hr and gusts far exceeding this.
On the way we met a couple of fishermen who had
crossed the river in search of Lobsters and Abalone.
It was time to hunker down and see if we could
signal the Arcadia II for the earlier pick-up or await
the return of the fisher folk to see if we could get a
lift across the river – one of our group passed the
time by playing solo hopscotch. Well the Arcadia II
came with a load of tourists however did not venture
across to pick us up but Stevo and Harley certainly
came to the party and ferried us across river – pretty
scary in the high wind – to the small gathering of
huts at Pieman Heads. Not much shelter from the
wind however we managed to squeeze all the tents
into the most protected spot we could find.
Harley visited us on sunset and brought a gift of
Abalone (our miserable leader wouldn’t go diving to
catch us some lobsters despite much encouragement

!!!!) which he prepared and we cooked. Apparently
the Abalone and Lobsters are prolific and can be
caught in any of the rocky gutters in around 1m of
water (we told you it was easy Mel !).
After another wet and wild night we emerged
late and packed ready for our extraction by boat
along the spectacular Pieman River to the Corinna
Wilderness Lodge where we quickly settled into
the bar upon arrival. Next day we headed back to
Launceston before flying home the following day.
This walk is definitely not for the faint hearted or
inexperienced and the first few days is certainly not
‘fluffy bunnies and blue birds’ however to experience
this rarely visited wild pristine area of north-western
Tasmania was a once in a life time opportunity
(although a return visit was tentatively discussed).
Mel certainly put in the hard yards planning and
compiling the scant information available to make it
very successful and enjoyable trip (most of the time)
– she is certainly a trooper and great sport and we
all thank her very much for this. Our walking group
was very well balanced and actively participated in
huge amount of convivial banter throughout the
walk (aka taking the piss out of each other at every
available opportunity).

SBW members are eligible for Free Paddy Pallin Club membership.
Mention the Paddy Pallin ad in this newsletter and they will honor this offer!
2017 March SBW Newsletter
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Walks and Activities Report
Emmanuelle Convert
Leaders: After the activity, please fill in the google form on the SBW website here. Email your photos to
editor@sbw.org.au
Please keep the signature sheet as this is a legal document. If you want your report to be published as an
article, email the report and any photos (jpeg or tiff format) to editor@sbw. org.au.

22 Jan 2017

Rocky Ck and Twister

Wollemi NP

A fun day out. Especially reversing Twister. A day to remember.

26 - 29 Jan 2017

Northern Wollemi Canyons

Paul Barton
Nicole Mealing
Frank Tamas
Sheila Zaman
Wollemi NP

This was a partly exploratory canyoning trip for the leader. Over the weekend
the canyon quality gradually improved to become some of the best - almost
letting us forget that first dreadful canyon.
We camped in one spot for 3 nights which was convenient, and although we
didn’t need to carry full packs some of the time, there were still some big days.
A good tally of 8 canyons were 'canyoned'.
2 - 10 Feb 2017

Tarkine Coast

Neil Soutar

Tasmania

This walk had particular significance to me as I had been following the Bob
Brown Foundation ‘Tarkine in Motion’ campaign to have this area declared a
national park for a number of years now.
It is a wild, rarely traveled region with a spectacular coast line. And recruiting a
group of crazy mates who were up for an offtrack Tassie trip wasn’t that hard.

Neil Soutar
Nicole Mealing
Ed Squires
Jo Squires
Alan Osland
Rod Wales

Melinda Turner
Jo Squires
Ed Squires
Jodi Dixon
Robert Carter
Steve Dolphin

The traverse of Mt Edith and Mt Hadmar was interesting. (Luckily most of us
have off track Budawangs experience)
Mt Sunday and the coast plains were beautiful.
But nothing could of prepared us for the sheer, wild beauty of the Tarkine Coast
and Pieman River!!!
See Robert Carter’s article :)
4 Feb 2017

Kangaroo Art Cave

McPherson State Forest

Warm humid day, damp in the morning. Some fun exploring that required a
tape before arriving at the Kangaroo Art Cave, where there is a stunning representation of a dozen or so well executed kangaroos on one wall. When crossing
to the ridge above the next valley we discovered a tree stump which had been
cut using 19th century techniques. Saw the ancient stone cutting tool that
“lives” in a cave near the Pollack Cave (so called for is natural colour scheme)
before returning via Swintons. 18kms. A good day.

John Kennett
Thuy Ho
Jim Collier
Carley Finn
Andrew Price
Margot Bull
P Members
David Chan
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4 Feb 2017

Erskine Creek Meander

Blue Mountains NP

David Bell

The day was hot and humid. We completed the descent of Pisgah Rock and enjoyed the first of several swims at the junction of Lincoln and Erskine Creeks.
We then headed upstream along Erskine Creek following a rough footpad. Visited Dadder Cave enroute to the Olympic-pool sized Blands Pool where we
enjoyed another swim and lunch. We then headed downstream but as the
mercury rose progress slowed and back at the Lincoln-Erskine Creeks junction
a decision was made to abandon the proposed exit on the Jack Evans Track and
instead to take the shorter option of Pisgah Rock. After one more refreshing
swim we then completed a hot and slow ascent of Pisgah Rock and returned to
the cars. All credit to everyone for completing the walk in arduous conditions.
For those who could hang around air-conditioning and cold drinks at the Lapstone Hotel revived us for the drive home.

Alexa Bullen
Owen Kimberley
Michele Powell
Margaret Rozea
Scott Lee
Rosemary
MacDougal
Angela Beveridge
Tony Crichton

4 - 5 Feb 2017

Tim Sutherland

Coxs river camping

Blue Mountains NP

Wild dogs [?] and Englishmen go out in the midday sun...

P Members
Wilhelmina von
Buellen
Joyce Choucair
Marika Sallot des
Noyer
Anthony Mareno
Yvonne Chan
Heran Kim

Jose Correa
Adrian Doyle

This was forecast to be a hot weekend, and it was.
Saturday was an easy walk down and along the Cox River - interrupted only by
a very hostile bull which proceeded to charge and demolish some saplings as
a show of strength to us - it worked - a very cautious retreat and detour along
the river ensued [This is the second time in 3 weeks that I have encountered
angry bulls down there!].
Jenolan River was running nicely all the way to the Cox. Breakfast Creek, of
course was dry, so we camped at its junction with the Cox [had intended to
camp 10 minutes up Breakfast Creek]. The next 2 hours was spent sitting in
the river watching nature flow by. That night was spent weighing up the relative downsides of either heat or mosquitoes - it was really warm!

P Members
Belinda Smith
Damien Smith
Lyn McFeeter
Jon Reilly
Adrian Doyle

A 7 am start the next morning got us up Hobbles and back to Galong farm by
11am - 33 degrees then and about to get warmer.
So a good w/e - interesting - those bulls are not good - and sitting in a river on
a hot afternoon takes a lot of beating.
5 Feb 2017

Mona Vale to Avalon rockhopping Northern Beaches shoreline

We started early to avoid the heat but the February heatwave was with us from
the beginning despite being right on the coast. As a result by the time we arrived at Avalon half the party called it a day and the other half soldiered on up
Bangally for the views but with the thermometer still climbing we all called it
a day after that. The rockhopping was easy as the tide was out and the east
facing cliffs looked very imposing in the morning light. Walking slowly on the
intertidal zome was very rewarding as we had time to inspect the myriad of life
inhabiting the multitude of rock pools.

Roger Treagus
Michelle Smithton
Misako Sugiyama
Tim Yewdall
Sally Reynolds
P members
Elizabeth Cavanna
Renata Cummings
Visitor
Angela Campbell

10 Feb 2017

Bowens Creek South Canyon

ok

Blue Mountains NP

Yuri Bolotin
Daryl Watson
Visitor
Sabrina Roesner
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11 Feb 2017

Wollangambe Lilo 1

Wollemi NP

In this unprecedented very hot weather, where walks were called off; this trip
went ahead. Much fun was had by all with rock scrambling and liloing on the
inviting Wollangambe River; Section One (Upper Wollangambe). We held back
departing the river until 1800 to avoid the heat of the climb out.

Damon de Costa
Paul Barton
Scott Lee
Tony Crichton
Claire Bradford
Frances Bottrell
Bill Raffle
P Member
Wilhelmina von
Buellen

12 Feb 2017

Wollangambe River Adventure

Blue Mountains NP

It was a hot day in the Blue Mountains National Park (the temperature was
37°C), but 12 of us (five from SBW, one from SHC plus five visitors) walk and
swim in Wollangambe River very comfortably. Having iced watermelon and
German beers (provided by me) is great reward to us after walk.

Peter Cai
Bruno De Villenoisy
Matthew Dickerson
Cvet Jankulovska
P Members
Greg Jones
Alexander Michie
Visitors
River Chen
Jin Wang Zhang
Sunny Zhang
Sasa Xu
Ann Ling
Joseph Li

13 - 17 Feb 2017

Midweek at Myola

We had 15 members in the two houses at Myola. The weather was very good;
warm to hot and a great time was had by all. We went swimming, paddling,
bush and beach walking. I am really looking forward to the rest of the year if
all of our activities can reflect the spirit and enjoyment of the week at Myola.

Bill Holland
Fran Holland
Hubert Habish
Rick Angel
Tamara Korodzwin
Phil Hayes
Jan Hayes
Patrick James
George Mawer
Barrie Murdoch
Robyn O’Bryan
Marian Plaude

Can’t think of a walk to lead?
There are well over 1,000 overnight and extended trips outlined in the Historical Walks Database, found
by logging in to the Members Area on our website and following the link to Historical Walks Record
www.sbw.org.au
Here you will find a list of all the overnight or extended walks run by the club from its inception to the
present day. Look at the region you are interested in and see what walks have been done there in the past!
Use this wonderful resource to help plan your next walk!
13
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18 Feb 2017

Wollangambe Lilo 2

Wollemi NP

Slightly higher river levels from the previous week with more rock scrambling
and and less liloing on the inviting Wollangambe River; Section Two (Lower
Wollangambe). Descent out and interesting mix of weather; grumbling skies,
heavy rain, hail and then heavy mist/fog to finish the day, adding an eerie feel
to the trail.

Damon de Costa
Paul Barton
Joan Chan
Jo Daly
Erin Harris
Frances Bottrel
Visitor
Harry Ayer

18 Feb 2017

Edenderry Falls Swim

Blue Mountains NP

This was always going to be an interesting walk, with severe thunderstorms the
previous afternoon and more forecast for that day.
The walk started easily, but got more challenging in the area of Popes Glen
Creek and Trinity Falls. Many large trees had fallen during the previous day's
storms - some completely uprooted and others [usually tall gums] snapped off
half way up their tall trunks.
This obliterated the track at several points and made progress slow and interesting. More tall gums were snapped off in the area at the base of the Horse
Track - these were big trees!
Progress after that was unimpeded and we enjoyed a sunny lunch and refreshing swim in a crystal clear Edenderry falls pool.
Unexpectedly, the weather remained fine for our climb back up the Horse Track
and an early return to the cars by 1630.
18 - 19 Feb 2017

Canyoning workshop - Newnes

Wollemi NP

Tim Sutherland
Chris Dowling
Margaret Rozea
Sally Reynolds
Glen Draper
Huw ap Rees
Andrew Vilder
Virginia Waller
P Members
Ben Carter
Alex Apler
Simon Karatonis
Stacie Cowley

Tom Brennan

I came very close to cancelling the weekend due to the forecast of up to 40mm
of rain on the Saturday, but decided to at least go to Newnes and play it by ear
on each day. That was lucky, since the only rain over the weekend was a very
brief shower on Sunday morning. The weather was ideal for both canyons, with
a warm day on the Saturday for Pipeline, with some wades and short swims,
and a cool morning for the longer climb up to Looking Glass Canyon. The idea
of the workshop was to get intermediate canyoners thinking about different
options in the canyon. We had a number of discussions ranging from different
abseiling devices, to knots in the end of the rope, to abseiling techniques and
more. Looking Glass Canyon in particular had some interesting anchoring options - not all of which we used! A good weekend.

David Mason
Ed Squires
Tania Parker
Simon Parker
Yuri Bolotin
Daryl Sullings

19 Feb 2017

North Shore

Richard Darke

A small but convivial group, given the very short notice walk, in excellent conditions after the previous day's storms and heat, and in contrast to the gloomy
forecast. Made good speed. Fortuitously came across a sports field sausage
sizzle as we passed Belrose right on lunch! Saw a diamond python late in the
walk. Stopped to inspect the Nazi insignia carved on rocks in the WW2 era by
Nazi sympathisers near Deep Creek. A good day out.

Graham Conden

19 Feb 2017

John Kennett

Gordon to Narabeen

Smugglers Cave

Brisbane Water NP

Beautiful area, lovely day. Smugglers Cave is a little sea cave, in itself not too
special, but in a terrific location, looking towards Lion Island and the Tasman.
Wonderful rock hop around to Little Patonga. Most of the men opted for another rock hop to Juno Point, which at several points they regretted, but got
through. Fantastic angophoras and scribbly gums, would be a great place in
August for wildflowers.

P member
Emma Simpson

Visitor
Mike Pickles
Lucy Morris

Einion Thomas
Angela Barton
Michelle Rose
Petros Nikoloudis
Misako Sugiyama
Genevieve Savill
P Members
Arun Kumar
Rama
Sivagurunathan
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Blue Mountains NP

Nicole Mealing

There were impressive cloud formations as we drove out to the Waratah Ridge
Car Park. We got a little wet on the walk in and then the clouds parted for a
sensational day out. The highlight was the dark tunnel full of glow worms.

Neil Souter
Jo Daly
Jodie Dixon
Paul O'Callaghan

19 Feb 2017

Hole-in-the-Wall Canyon

Visitor
Andrew Brown
Eastern Suburbs

Robert Carter

A nice day for walking with crystal clear views over Sydney Harbour throughout. This was a joint walk with the Bush Club which contributed to the engaging
and friendly atmosphere as we visited many new areas of our wonderful city.

Don Andrews
Margaret Rozea
Kylie Carter
Julie Moffatt
Susan Prescott

21 Feb 2017

Milsons Point to Watsons Bay

Not sure whether this walk should be renamed – The Walk of the Missing Opal
Cards – as we did have a few minor challenges to overcome and, yes, it was
all the fault of the leader!
This was the final leg recce for an upcoming Manly to Watsons Bay in a Day
walk that will be scheduled a bit later in the year – stay tuned.

P Member
Bruce Donnelley
Visitor
John Maltby (Bush
Club)

23 Feb 2017

Lane Cove River Circuit

Lane Cove NP

After a long hiatus over Summer, Thursday night walks resumed this week.
Great to see so many of the regulars back walking and nice to see a few new
faces as well. The Lane Cove River circuit provided the usual highlights: monitor lizards sunning themselves by the water, easy to negotiate tracks and a
stunning environment.

Genevieve Savill
Philip Worledge
Susan Healey
Tracy Edwards
Jenny Stephens
P Members
Viviana Sepulveda
Flores
Alex Michie
Mei Ki Fung (Maggie)
Wai Shun Chan
(Hyphen)
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23 - 28 Feb 2017

Coolana

Morton NP

The intend purpose of this working bee was to get Coolana ready for the annual reunion, Weeds were mowed on the camping flat. The road into the car
park was worked on and the last of the gravel was used to cover tree roots,
fill in wheel ruts and ease the drop off slope of some water diversion humps.
Walking tracks were cleared of logs and small branches. The eastern flat weeds
were mowed and dead trees cut and stacked. Some weeds along the WDT were
sprayed on Friday but due to rain there was no further opportunity to spray.
The shelter shed was cleared out and leaves from behind the building removed.
All water diversion humps from the front gate to the camping flat were cleared.

Don Finch
Rosie Kerrigan
Phil Butt
Rick Angel
Barry Wallace
Glenn Draper
Nilo
Chris Miller
Mae Miller
Bill Holland
Visitors
Emma Stephens
Lisa Stephens

24 Feb 2017

Mosman Circunavigation

Mosman

A pleasant if humid day with 15 starters. Most notable was meeting a huge
Benjamin Netanyahoo car and escort convoy at The Spit!

Richard Darke
Christine McColl
Susi Prescott
Karen Kool
Melinda Long
Bruce Worthington
Graham Conden
Richard Denham
P Members
Gail McKenzie
Visitors
Dinah van Kool
Suraya Coorey
D'arne O'Neill
Cliff Britton
Barbara Mitchell
Warren Southey
(all Bush Club)

24 Feb 2017

Wheeny Gap and Pools

Wollemi NP

ok
25 Feb 2017

Yuri Bolotin
Ian Starkey
Daryl Watson

Wollangambe 1

Blue Mountains NP

Tim Hager

The planned lilo trip was abandoned due to the cold conditions. Despite some
light drizzle, conditions for walking were good. This walk has plenty of interest
with the highlight being the pagodas and small canyon at Goochs Crater. Unfortunately, the Wollangambe is still showing some evidence of pollution, with
a blackish tinge in the water. Otherwise, an enjoyable day full of interest.

Mike Barton
Roger Browne
Joan Chen
Peter Marshall
Jenny Stephens

25 Feb 2017

Angela Barton

Blackheath

Blue Mountains NP

Drizzle followed us on the morning walk but we enjoyed the coolness after the
previous heat of summer. We had lunch at Evans Lookout and then enjoyed the
spectacular Grand Canyon.

Petros Nikoloudis
Michelle Rose
Jo Rhoden
Phillipa Smith
P Members
Helena Yee
Stephanie Yee
Vaasugi Volmurugu
Viviana Flores
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25 Feb 2017

Taffys Rock & Beyond

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

A wet and miserable day for this long-ish walk with plenty of off-track and
scrambling to this rarely visited beach.
During our initial descent to Jerusalem bay we experience a slight delay due to
a fairly cranky Golden-Crown Snake that was disturbed on the track. Although
small in stature (average length around 50cm) it reared up and needed a little
convincing to move off. Another species of snake to tick off my growing list!
Once on the overgrown Taffys Track along Govetts Ridge and then venturing
beyond it didn’t take long for everyone to be wet through however spirits remained high throughout despite a couple of the party being savaged by wasps
and numerous leeches.

Robert Carter
Alexa Bullen
Margot Bull
Goeff Goodyer
Purusartha Karki
James Blair
Michelle Powell
Owen Kimberley
Gordon Jagger
Pam Campbell
P Members

Despite the wet conditions we had the opportunity to provide the Prospective
Members with some brief basic nav and also Julian led us home from Fishermans Beach – well done! Overall a good walk and great group who made the
challenge of leading a large group off-track an easy task!

Sue Raikos
Craig Laslett
Julian Blair
Ashley Blair
Sophie Petersen

25 -26 Feb 2017

Neil Soutar

Bungonia Canyons

Bungonia

Bungonia Creek : The party split into 2 groups due to the size. Unfortunately
the first group was slow, so we practically merged until after the last abseil,
when the second group was left with the majority of the ropes and the first
group disappeared up the hill. You know who you are!
Jerrarra Creek: Great Canyon. The exit had a lot of loose rocks, but it was a
quick way out.

Ed Squires
Jo Squires
Melinda Turner
David Mason
Srinivas Gowda
Marcia Kaye
Rod Wales
Bill Raffle
Jodie Dixon
Pierrette Michaux
P Members
Helen Zimmerman

Walk updates
Don’t forget to check the Short Notice Activities bulletin for any amendments to the quaterly program
such as changes in walk dates.
Many walks that go into the walks program are planned weeks or months ahead and unforeseen
circumstances can arise in the meantime affecting walk details and dates.
17
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26 Feb 2017

Heathcote Circuit

Royal NP

David Bell

Well the cloud and rain lifted and the walk went ahead in pretty good conditions. After leaving Heathcote we took the Karloo Track via Karloo Pool (very
full) and had morning tea at Uloola Falls. We then joined the Uloola Track to
Waterfall and then took a rough track down Kangaroo Creek with lunch at a
very scenic waterfall. After lunch the track petered out and the going became
much slower. The original plan was to continue all the way down the creek to
Karloo Pool but it was decided to abandon the creek and venture cross country
for a couple of km to meet up with the Uloola Track. A slow push through thick
bush but we found the track and returned to Waterfall to complete the walk.
Thanks to all for an enjoyable day and good effort from Ben on his first walk
with the club.

Jan Spencer
Thuy Ho
Cathy Hoare
Kate Griffiths
Brenda McLennan

26 Feb 2017

Peter Cai

Adventure in Fortress Creek

Blue Mountains NP

This Sunday weather (shower in the morning while cloudy in the afternoon)
in Grose Valley area was great for bushwalking. Ten of us (8 of SBW with 3
prospective members, 2 of SHC) gathered at Leura Public School and then
drove AWD cars to Fortress Ridge Trackhead at Mount Hay Road. At 8:30 AM
we walked to Darks Cave Lookout, had 10 minutes short break and looked
at Arethusa Falls, Carne Wall, Blackwall Glen in Grose Valley where we went
one week early. We then walked to Fortress Hill along Fortress Ridge Trail, descended to Upper Fortress Creek Falls, and had 15 minutes morning tea. We
came back Fortress ridge trail and then walked toward Fortress Creek along
unmarked Canyon Trail. We had half hour lunch break beside creek. After lunch
we walked in creek and explored the surrounding for one and half hours, and
then off track climbed to Fortress Ridge. We arrived at car park at 15:50 PM.
Seven walkers have never been Fortress Creek/Ridge areas before, Wildness
and beauty of Fortress Creek impressed them very much. Three prospective
members did very well.
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P Members
Clare Wang
Ben Blumson

Bruno De Villenoisy
Mark Wigley
David Hou
Susan Healey
P Members
Joan Ho
Balazs Szomor
Ashleigh Prest
Visitor
Jin Wang Zhang
Yue Yuan
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28 Feb 2017

Katoomba rollercoaster

Blue Mountains NP

A rather wet day for this joint walk with the Bush Club that takes in both the
Megalong and Jamison Valley with a couple of decent ups and downs to add a
bit of excitement.
A good pace was maintained throughout with a great deal of enthusiasm shown
by all despite the soggy track and many leech encounters !

Robert Carter
Chris Dowling
Rosemary
MacDougall
P member
Margaret St Hill
Frank Tamas
Tina Corbridge

Help needed
Remember to please give leaders plenty of notice if you need to pull out of a walk, so that other members can have the opportunity to take your place.
We continually need to expand our pool of leaders, so if you haven’t put on a walk before, think about
what you might put on the Spring Program. Maybe you have a favourite walk near Sydney that you are
familiar with? Just one walk is all we are looking for.

Gear for sale
Maurice Smith is offering the following gear for sale. If interested please contact Maurice at ettrema.mls@
gmail.com or 0414 538 475
Description

Price

MSR Whisperlite Stove plus 2 fuel bottles (uses white spirit as fuel - much faster
heating than metho)

$75.00

Rubberised canvas airbeds (lilos) used for canyoning plus footpump for inflating

$20.00

MSR Zoid 1 lightweight single person tent used on one 6 day Snowy Mountains trip

$100.00

Lightweight ripstop nylon flysheet 2.1 m long * 2.6 wide skyblue colour plus
lightweight aluminium pegs and poles to suit

$10.00

Icebreaker brand pure merino medium waist long johns colour black

$25.00

Sherpa brand polypropylene medium waist long johns colour dark blue

$20.00

Macpac brand long sleeve thermal top colour light blue with thin black stripes

$5.00

Stuffsac DB brand medium size

$5.00

Mosquito net for sleeping under used on one Kakadu trip

$5.00

30 litre Great Outdoors day pack

$20.00

30 litre (??) South Wind day pack

$15.00

70 litre (??) dry bag liner for overnight pack

$20.00

Macpac brand Ravine model overnight pack 65 litre (??) capacity

19

$100.00

BOOKS: I have about a dozen books relating to bushwalking, mostly NSW related
- the lot for

$20.00

TOPO maps: I have many topo maps probably about 50 + in good condition, a
mix of 2nd and 3rd edition mostly NSW, but some other states as well. Will only
sell as a bulk lot

$100.00
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